SUPERIOR PROTECTION IN A SLIM PROFILE

Workers are often at the highest risk of infectious disease transmission, given they’re in constant, close contact with the public or each other. 2Shield® serves as a mobile and transparent protective barrier for them—and anyone in close proximity—offering protection when and where it’s needed.

Its lightweight and narrow design means it can go anywhere necessary, offering protection against aerosol transmission while still providing exceptional sightlines. Locking wheels ensure 2Shield stays put, giving workers true peace of mind and a higher degree of protection. Best yet, it comes in two different sizes for the ultimate in flexibility.

SPECIFICATIONS

- **Option one**—26.125” wide; 69” tall; 13.5” wide base
- **Option two**—50.313” wide; 69” tall; 13.5” wide base

Both come with:
- Four locking and smooth-rolling casters
- Sturdy 3/16” clear plastic barrier—designed for everyday use
- Lightweight aluminum frame design for the utmost in mobility
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